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Cynthia Collins Creates a Magnificent Dallas Home Where
the Courtyard Is the Heart
Her story will inspire you to get to know your neighbors.
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Designer Cynthia Collins of Dallas-based Collins Interiors has lived on the same
street for years. It's situated in the University Park neighborhood, which she
describes as a "tree-lined, bike-friendly, friend-filled, family-oriented, small town
within a big city"—a sort of "utopia," as she summarizes. Not to mention, she
considers her neighbors family. When Collins recently decided she was ready to
make a big change, she knew she didn't actually want to venture too far away from
her roots. So she and her husband bought a property from longtime neighbor
friends just three doors down from their former spot.

While redecorating it, she honored them by keeping the footprint and many of the
original details and hardware. "They had great style," she tells House Beautiful,
which made it much easier to work with instead of fight against. Their style was so
great, in fact, that Collins even added a few special pieces to her own collection
during their estate sale: A Chanel jacket and Hermès Kelly bag being the standouts.
The property itself had beautiful bones and a great layout—it features an L-shape
that centers around and enters through a majestic courtyard—but there was still
quite a bit of work to be done in the three-bedroom house in order to make it feel
like their own. Keep reading to see how she injected it with new life.

Entryway

SEAN LITCHFIELD

This entryway has plenty of "wow" moments that hint at what's to come ahead in
the rest of the home, which is exactly what a grand entrance should do. From the
custom settee made to fit the exact curvature of the stairs and upholstered in a
fabulous Pierre Frey fabric to the antique chest and lamp, everything dazzles the
eye. And then there's the incredible little home bar covered in Waterhouse
wallpaper that was actually a coat closet before Collins converted it into an
entertainer's dream cocktail prep space.

Living Room

SEAN LITCHFIELD SEAN LITCHFIELD

One of the biggest challenges of this project was figuring out to work with the low
ceilings on the main level. "The ceilings are not very tall, so we elongated all of the
axis points and sight lines," Collins says. The artwork, which includes pieces by
Karen Smidth and Mary Rountree Moore, helps. The living room is also quite a
large and open space, so Collins made it feel more intimate by breaking it into a
few different seating zones. By dividing the large space into smaller sitting areas,
she can also stretch more use-cases out of it and enjoy it during more casual
moments. Each little nook is full of design delights, like the custom plaster pagoda
fireplace.

Dining Room

SEAN LITCHFIELD

With ceiling molding by by Casci Ornamental, a Paul Ferrante pendant, marble
floors, and antique dining chairs sourced in England years ago, the dining room is
a special gathering space to enjoy more formal events with friends and family that
make everyday moments feel more elevated and memorable.

Kitchen
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In the kitchen, you'll quickly notice a feeding station that shows us who really gets
the royal treatment in the Collins household: the pet. The custom dog washbowl is
conveniently located right by a side door for easy access to the yard for both
humans and dogs alike. The inset doormat is another great touch that also makes
clean up a little easier and prevents tripping. Peter Dunham window treatments
add some fun color, too. And if you thought the walls were covered in wallpaper,
think again: Those are actaully tiles from Tabarka Studio, a much more kitchen-
friendly material since it's splash-proof and easy to wipe up.

Primary Bedroom

SEAN LITCHFIELD

Truly no design detail is overlooked in Collins's primary bedroom. The Brunchwig
& Fils fabric used for the curtains is even wrapped around the rod for a fully
refined look. The bookshelves are a great example of Collins honoring the style of
the former occupants. She "kept them and allowed them to lead the way for a
small, cozy library feel." They also ended up being perfect for displaying her
collected books, travel trinkets, and decor objects.

SEAN LITCHFIELD SEAN LITCHFIELD

Because the primary bedroom was very long and narrow, Collins divided the space
into two separate rooms. The sitting area in a sunny little corner is the perfect
place to curl up with one of her many books. The walls are covered in Benjamin
Moore's lovely Lehigh Green.

Guest Suite
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Collins "wanted the guest room it to be something lovely," and experimenting with
bold yet beloved colors and patterns is well-suited to a guest room since it allows
for more risk-taking. The walls are custom upholstered in pink linen with darker
pink trim for a polished look that's still fun—and proof that subtle contrasts can go
a long way.
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Courtyard
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When the Collins first purchased the home, this was a garage. But the family
decided it could actually be a great gathering space—one they'd use and enjoy
more than just a storage room or somewhere to park the car. So, Collins converted
it into more living space and filled it with Schumacher pillows and tons of cozy,
family-friendly furniture.

Exterior
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The whole house revolves around the exterior space. One major change Collins
made to achieve this was getting rid of a large circle driveway and then replacing it
with a walled-off green space so the family could enjoy plenty of outdoor
gatherings and solo quiet time in privacy. She also added awnings for both style
(such a great way to add print and color outside) and shade. The chairs are Serena
& Lily while the pillows are Schumacher, the lighting is Urban Electric Co., and the
mailbox was original to the house, she just had it polished.
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Follow House Beautiful on Instagram.

HADLEY MENDELSOHN Senior Editor

Hadley Mendelsohn is House Beautiful's senior editor, and when she's not busy obsessing over all things decor-
related, you can find her scouring vintage stores, reading, or stumbling about because she probably lost her
glasses again.
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